Parietal cortex coding of limb posture: in search of the body-schema.
Computational theories of motor control propose that the brain uses 'forward' models of the body to ensure accurate control of movements. Forward 'dynamic' models are thought to generate an estimate of the next motor state for an upcoming movement: thereby providing a dynamic representation of the current postural configuration of the body that can be utilised during movement planning and execution. We used event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging [fMRI] to investigate brain areas involved in maintaining and updating the postural representations of the upper limb that participate in the control of reaching movements. We demonstrate that the neural correlates for executing memory-guided reaching movements to unseen target locations that were defined by arm posture, are primarily within regions of the superior parietal lobule [SPL]: including an area of the medial SPL identified as the human homologue of the 'parietal reach region' [PRR]. Using effective connectivity analyses we show that signals that influence the BOLD response within this area originate within premotor areas of the frontal lobe, including premotor cortex and the supplementary motor area. These data are consistent with the view that the SPL maintains an up-to-date estimate of the current postural configuration of the arm that is used during the planning and execution of reaching movements.